
Dear Masato, 

In 1999 you curated the exhibition Who’s Afraid of the Avant Garde? Who 
Cares.  You were in Honors and I was in 3rd year. We were studying at this 
very institution where I am now speaking this letter, this trope, this trick. If I 
could play guitar like you, I probably would. 

Maybe we never really move far from where we began.  

In a recent interview with anarchist academic Duane Rousselle asks a question 
we do not hear, and the philosopher Ranciere says something like:

There is no right way, you don’t know where a good starting point is... The 
starting point can be everywhere and you can use a multiplicity of passings 
between one point and another point

We were all in that show you curated/project managed/instigated, and we all 
made some kid of tribute, fan fiction, bootleg or piss-take riffing off a non-ob-
jective work, high modernist work,‘abstract’ work... or not. As you know, as 
soon as you set a rule (whatever that is), someone sets out to break it. But 
maybe thats the point. You didn’t set a rule, you asked a question and then 
said you didn’t care. 

Simon McGlinn from Greatest Hits said to me sometime in January some-
thing along the lines of, ‘Oh, another group show, like the ones Melbourne 
does’ . And, although it was not like I didn’t know, it was like I had forgotten: 
Jon Campbell’s Rock the Boat in 2001 at UPLANDS Gallery; Chris Hill’s 
Biennale’s, all of them TCB, Y3K, VCA;  A Constructed World’s collaborative 
exhibitions including the works of others; Nick Selenitsch’s ‘Greetings’ exhibi-
tion at Ocular Lab; Lizzy Newmans ‘What makes this poem beautiful?’; John 
Nixon’s Drawing Shows, Elizabeth Gower’s ‘Regimes of value’ or Madeline 
Kidd’s 2011 exhibition in her city apartment home -Sushichampagnepaint-
ingsculpture. 

Masses of works, masses of things, masses of history, all these made things 
always already there. And its a good question as to why I can’t answer the 
question about this Melbourne group show phenomenon that Simon had 
pointed out, suffice to say we’re all ego driven social maniacs devouring each 
other, re-ordering and re-presenting ourselves to learn about ourselves.

So Kate Daw and Vikki McInnes asked me to do a show - something about 
my writing, something about my painting, something about my networks —       
Everything all at once. A tetris methodolgy my research paper calls it. 

What to do? Copy or converse?

Both.

FUCK.

Sorry.

So the obvious thing to do now, for me, is to start this conversation/presentation with a diversion or a deflection and a painting by Mary 
Heilmann that I really like but have never seen. Lucina Lane and I have spoken about it. In fact it was she that leant me the book. The 
Afterall book written about this one painting. A book about one painting, that includes so many things. A painting painted in 1979 after 
the death of two of her friends, a painting made in jest at the idea of The End of Painting. I also think of the lacanian parable of three 
prisoners, which I will probably translate badly, where somehow everyone realises how to walk out at the same time in a strange act of 
recognition and mirrored subjectivity - in Mary’s painting - the three prisoners are pink rectangular objects dripping and standing in 
the same field as the black that surrounds them and not contained by the canvas ready to walk through to somewhere else.

It seems apt that when asked to chose a work Amanda Marburg chose the anxious, funny painting by a woman we both admired - a 
painting that perhaps also apologises but not for the End of Painting, but rather for paintings ongoing never-end-ism. Linda Marrinon’s 
Sorry is perhaps apologising for the history of painting, or abstract expressionism. Apologising for a mistake erased. Apologising for 
being a woman. Apologising for having a libido. Apologising all the time. I am yet to ask Linda Marrinon about these things. I want 
to. I’m a little bit scared. Sorry was painted in 1982 and shown at the George Paton Gallery in 1983 and seen by many including Juan 
Davila, who told me he had appropriated it in a 1990’s mural. He has also written it again in his painting at the NGVi in Melbourne 
Now, and on the tapestry that hangs in the State Library. In 2005, indigenous artist Julie Dowling curated it into her MCA UNPACKED 
exhibition, while John Howard was still in Power and things like ‘reconciliation’ or even just saying ‘Sorry’, weren’t even on the table. 
re-contextualising Sorry. Making Sorry hers, maybe making the sorry ours. I copied it  in 2006 without knowing about Julie’s gesture 
but maybe for the same reason and also because Amanda had sent me a postcard of the painting in 1999. Because I say it all the time. 
Amanda is taking the piss out of me and maybe herself, with love, I guess. I hope. 

Prelude to a lettter: Putting together an exhibition is easier than writing a letter, both of them remind me of painting.



An in joke with many layers that some people know, well all     
people know, with some people all the time. 

And the pairing reframes Amanda’s work for me - her own history 
of looking at Roman ruins and myths and orgies. Her paintings 
being the flipside of Marrinons. Bad paintings of good things. 
Good paintings of bad things - straddling some lines between 
kitsch and fine art, skill and amateurism and playfulness.

Geoff Newton had asked a while ago - So the exhibition is just a 
self-portrait? 

Maybe it is.

But that’s the thing right, you ask a question - you can’t control 
the answer. 

I am going to use Sam George’s words here:

Lisa called me up 

She asked me what i thought was a political artwork.

We never really talk so directly, usually there would be a 
natural progression to a question like that.

No art came to mind just a vague reminder of my churning 
definition of what politics is.

My impetus for the show was this work by Lane Cormick where 
after collecting his own urine for 6 weeks and then tipping it and 
red wine on his head while performing the speeches of ex Prime 
Minister Bob Hawke. I realised as my analyst said - that politics 
stinks. But I wanted to know something about something politcal 
- we had just had an the election we had to have and I wasn’t 
dealing with the results. 

I only asked old friends. Mostly ones I had written for, about or 
with. Some I had worked with, some I conversed with and others I 
had fought with. Some people could answer the question quickly, 
some didn’t like the question, some could answer with many 
suggestions. Some people’s answer were personal - a work from 
their own collection, other people chose their hereo’s be it local 
or international, one person chose a film. Some people answered 
only one part of the question. Some things could be sourced, other 
things had to be reproduced, borrowed and repaired. One work, 
due to my error, had the title changed - for better or worse, till 
death do us part. 

One thing had been shown in the Venice Biennale. And a few people asked ques-
tions in return - one asked - are you stealing our politics?

Good question. I don’t know - I hope not. I kind of think some of your politics 
is in my politics and vice versa. I guess like that parable lacan tells. Mirrors, 
subjectivity, recognition and an act. No one thing existing without the other, but 
something happening because of something or everything else.  

Lots of layers were made and revealed. Lovers, loss and libido, pornography and 
pools, Roman baths, Calligula, (James Lynch once made a painting with text on 
it that read Sad & Horny) - formalism, fear and fucking, tricks of the eye, good 
and bad things, seen things and hidden things, bad taste one person said, nets 
of expectancy and panic and worry. Some fucking funny shit. A nature loving 
mathemetician unabomber. A court jester without a court, or a court without a 
jester.

In one of Blairs bark works - he sweats skulls and hearts. 

And so from a starting point of many points of passing we staged a show... or the 
artworks staged themselves. Not curated, but collated, collaged and coinciden-
tal. 

Masato - my first catalogue essay for you was a letter. I wrote an email, you 
published it. This is just a different way of doing it I guess. In reverse. If as Lizzy 
suggests, collectors collect themselves, then perhaps artists make themselves...

Jan Verwort writes: 

Still, recognizing a real friend seems crucial when everyone around you is 
professionally friendly. And love is a mess anyway when you happen to be 
in the same field, in the arts, with all of us being – how shall I put it? – a bit 
special (beautiful and difficult, grandiose and needy, generous and selfish, 
seeking and giving intense pleasure). So, rather than draw lines, we may 
want to invent a new language to commune with the strange phenomena 
that the people who get under our skin inevitably are and will continue to be.

Mirrors, subjectivity, recognition and acts.

If we assume, then, that life in art, beyond professionalism, is about nego-
tiating ways to continue (our life, work, relationships, history) together, it 
seems that in and through art certain terms could be proposed for a gener-
ational contract that, drafted in an irreverent spirit of determinate indeter-
minacy, will allow us to keep things in a state of becoming – saving the last 
dance for each other, for someone special, for quite some time.

Jan Verwoert

Now ramble about the works..... speed dating style.

March, 2013.


